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“Graphical analysis of data…emerged in…1830-1835 as a regular
feature of scientific publication, particularly in England”
1637 - Descartes coordinate system
1686 - Halley plots pressure vs altitude (non observational)
18th century - graphic outputs of mechanical recording devices translated into tables of
observations
1757 - squared ‘design paper’ used for textile design
1779 - Lambert graphical analysis of periodic variation of soil temperature
1786 - Playfair time series charts of economic data, “whatever can be expressed in
numbers, may be represented by lines”
1796 - lithography invented
1796 - Watt-Southern indicator diagrams use automatic recording to plot pressure
against volume
1800 - Howard Phil Mag paper on periodic variation of the barometer uses squared
paper
1823 - Christie explains his graphical method for diurnal magnetic variation in Phil
Trans
1828 - Quetelet publishes mortality curves from empirical data
1831 - Forbes horary oscillations of the barometer read to Royal Society of Edinburgh
1833 - Herschel advocates graphic methods (and squared paper) for finding double
star orbits

On the Horary Oscillations of the Barometer near Edinburgh
deduced from 4410 Observations: with an Inquiry into the
Law of Geographical Distribution of the Phenomen
One of the most important features of recent improvements in
the mode of studying the group of facts which meteorology
presents to us, is the analytical method of discussing
observations, extracting, as it were, from the data which nature
presents to us, laws which shall best represent them, instead of
framing clumsy clumsy hypotheses, to which it became a
secondary object, to apply the facts. No better example of the
method can be given, than Humboldt’s masterly essay on
Isothermal Lines…
The number of observations in different parts of the globe being
now very considerable, it appeared to me of high importance, in
the present state of the science of meteorology, to endeavour to
generalize them, and see how far they might be represented by
an empirical law…

By referring to Plate VII, the observed oscillations will be projected by
means of round dots, the distances of which from the line AX
representing the quadrant of latitude, indicate the amount. The curve
Ymy, drawn through these points, AX being the axis of the abscissae,
AY that of the ordinates, represents the formula of greatest probability,
just found….
… This curve being merely a mechanical projection of the final equation

James David Forbes
Natural philosopher, meteorologist,
glaciologist
1809 born in Edinburgh (son of Sir
William Forbes, banker)
1825 enters Edinburgh University
1826-7 first Continental tour
1827 first contribution to Brewster's
Edinburgh Journal of Science;
began his meteorological journal
1831 first visit to Cambridge
1832 Continental tour, works with
Quetelet
1832 Professor of Natural
Philosophy, Edinburgh University
1859 Principal of United College, St
Andrews
1868 Died at Clifton, Bristol
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Tentative Conclusions
The form of the horary oscillation curve is a response to very
particular circumstances of Forbes' life in 1831-3. In most
other work he used curves as labour saving and
calculational tools
Transactions of the RSE encapsulates a strongly visual
culture in Scottish science in the 1820s-30s
The implicit assumption of an analogue space may have been
a barrier to the adoption of curve plotting techniques until
the 1830s when increasing confidence in instruments and
new ways of seeing allowed their acceptance by authors
and audiences

